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N E W S L I N E 

Independent Fuel Operators Take Brunt of Gas 
Price Fluctuations 

 
Small businesses often make little to no profit on fuel mar-

gins, especially when swipe fees are added to the mix. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALEXANDRIA, Va.—Fuel retailers know that when the price of 
crude oil drops, it’s not immediately reflected at the pump. Many 
consumers don’t realize fuel station owners set their gas prices based 
on what they initially paid to fill their underground tanks of gasoline 
and diesel. It can take days or even weeks to get through that supply, 
causing grumbles from customers that independent operators have to 
manage, reports the Wall Street Journal. 
 
Doug Robinson, who owns two gas stations in central Texas, says 
not only does he have to sell his fuel at whatever price he purchased 
it at, he risks losing money on every fuel order he places. Earlier this 
month, Robinson chose to wait to order a refuel for one of his sta-
tions, hoping that the prices would fall by the following Monday, but 
he had more business than expected and ran out of gas. 
 
“You’re just rolling the dice every time,” Robinson told the Journal. 
 

Aiming for Aggressively Low Gas Prices 
Of the 116,641 convenience stores selling fuel in the U.S., slightly 
more than half are independently operated, according to NACS data. 
The Journal points out that independent operators make small mar-
gins on fuel, and the higher profit margins come from inside the 
store. When crude oil prices rise, small businesses try their best to 
raise pump prices slowly so customers will still purchase fuel and 
hopefully enter the store to make a purchase. 
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MSSA Board Members 

Jeff Bagniewski, President 

507-285-0014   ‘20-’23 

Andrea Drake, Vice President 

651-426-9996   ‘21-’24 

Ron Feist, Secretary/Treasurer 

763-544-5512   ’22-‘25 

Channing Smith, Past President 

651-450-9729   ’20-‘23 

Mark Olson, Past President 

612-869-1244                                  ‘22-‘25 

Rick Bohnen 

952-484-6562                  ’21- ‘24 

Joel Hennen 

952-445-2478   ‘22-‘25 

Jeff Peterson 

507-452-3559   ’21–‘24 

Jerry Charmoli, Past President  

     763-757-6789   ‘20-’23  

 
MSSA Staff 
    Lance Klatt        (651) 487-1983            

        Cell                                       (612) 916- 9917                                                  

   Nikki Steger         (651) 487-1983 

    Cell                        (612) 618-7075

  

Insurance Representatives 

    McNamara Company 

    Patrick McNamara               651) 426-0607 

    Aleisha McNamara      (651) 426-0607 

    Mitchell McNamara            (651) 426-0607

  

Health & Life Financial Services 
Kevin Urlaub                           (763) 287-0055    

Andy Urlaub 

 
General Counsel 

Randy Thompson                  (952) 405-7171 

Nolan, Thompson, Leighton & Tataryn 

Government Affairs 
Todd Hill – Lobbyist  

Hill Capitol Strategies, Inc. 

 

MSSA Business 
Hours:  

 
 Monday - Friday 

   
 8:30am - 4:30pm 

Significance of the MSSA Annual Golf Tournament 
 
MSSA Annual golf tournament hosted once a year is an oppor-
tunity for members and guests of the MSSA to enjoy a mid-
summer tradition hitting a little white ball for prizes but most im-
portantly, bragging rights. To enjoy the Annual MSSA golf tour-
nament, not much skill needed, just an open mind and let your im-
agination take you away from everyday life for five hours. 
 
Everything from the preparation of this majestic event to the antic-
ipation of many current and past members and guests filling the 
clubhouse taking time to share stories and current life events. A 
real opportunity bringing our industry together.   
 
Of course, there are golfers enjoying their day consuming a few 
alcoholic drinks while some enjoy more like a dozen. A week 
leading up to the tournament, weather is always a concern. Seems 
to be too hot and humid or it rains the one day when you don’t 
want it to. The sound of “Four” can be heard throughout the day, 
and so can other four-lettered words in which I will not repeat. 
 
The MSSA Annual golf tournament is a vehicle raising money for 
our lobbying expense such as the MSSA PAC Fund, NACSPAC
(NACS) and Service Station Dealers of America (SSDA). An op-
portunity in establishing our concerns and objectives in St. Paul 
and in D.C. providing needed voices within our legislative pro-
cess.  
 
As write this, MSSA is officially a week away from our great an-
nual event, and as the members read this, we are a few days away 
from the fun, camaraderie, and the opportunity to raise much 
needed money for our political action committee(s). An invest-
ment of yesterday, today, and tomorrow, as we raise much needed 
capital improving our members and industry’s concerns, but more 
importantly, our place in time! 
 
Looking forward to seeing a lot of you next week, or by the time 
you read this, “this week”!   
 
Thank you for the support of our great event, association, and our 
industry! 
 
Lance 
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Patrick McNamara 
McNamara Company 
Member since 1991 

 
Brad Beyer 

Cintas Corporation 
Member since 1998 

 
Mark Olson 

Vernon Ave BP 
Member since 2003 

 
 
 

 

Matt Anderson 
Lakeshore Group 

Member since 2003 
 

Dan Hartel 
Interstate Batteries 
Member since 2003 

 
Bret Swan 

Minnesota Petroleum  
Service 

Member since 2005 
 

 

Kurt Bohnen 
Crosstown “Qwik N 

Serve” BP 
Member since 2007 

 
Karen Koehnen 

Lakeshore Market  
& More 

Member since 2021 
 
 
 
 

IRS INCREASES  
MILEAGE RATE FOR 
FINAL 6 MONTHS OF 

2022 
 

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has announced an 
increase in the optional standard mileage rate for the 
final six months of 2022 due to soaring gas price in-
creases. Effective July 1 through December 31, 2022, 
the standard mileage rate for business travel will be 
62.5 cents per mile, up 4 cents from the 58.5 cents per 
mile rate effective at the start of the year. Employers 
are not required to pay employees mileage. If employ-
ers have any questions or concerns, we recommend 
they contact us to ensure compliance.  
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(continued on next page) 

EV Analysis & Projections in the New Lang Annual 
 

"The just-released 2023 Lang Aftermarket Annual analyzes the impact of Electric Vehicles (EVs) on the car and 
light truck population and aftermarket product volume across the U.S."  
 
"The new 2023 Lang Aftermarket Annual contains 11 pages of expanded Electric Vehicle analysis, presenting in-
formation available nowhere else. The growth of new EV sales, their share of vehicles in operation (VIO) and the 
impact on aftermarket product volume are presented from a historical perspective along with projections to 2025 
and beyond." 
 
Four Emerging Aftermarket Sectors 
The 2023 Lang Annual provides extensive coverage of four emerging and highly-important market sectors: Elec-
tric Vehicles, eCommerce, Mobile Repair, and o2o (online to offline) auto repair growth. 
 
This iReport provides an overview of the Electric Vehicle analysis contained in the 2023 Lang Aftermarket Annu-
al. 
 
Electric Vehicle Sales 
Notwithstanding the uptick in 2021 EV sales, their penetration of the new vehicle market has been relatively slow 
through 2021.  Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV) and Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV) represented 3.6% of 
2021 new car and light truck sales. EV annual sales reached nearly 550 thousand last year at a time when the total 
new car and light truck volume failed to top 15 million. 
 
Evolving EV Sales Mix 
The new-vehicle mix of EVs has changed significantly since 2016.  Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV) rep-
resented nearly half of the 2016 EV volume. However, by 2021, the PHEV share plunged to less than 30%, while 
the BEV share of EV sales soared by more than two-fifths, from approximately 50% to more than 70% of the new 
Electric Vehicle market in the U.S. 
 
Tesla Dominates EV Sales 
Tesla dominates the EV market in the U.S., with over 72% of BEV sales last year and 50% of the total Electric Ve-
hicle volume (BEV and PHEV). 
 
For EVs to gain a larger share of the new car and light truck market in the U.S., other EV brands must generate 
consumer purchase interest.  Through 2021, the Electric Vehicle market in the U.S. remained Tesla-centric and has 
not yet moved beyond the “enthusiast” market.  For EVs to gain a larger share of new vehicle sales, they must ap-
peal to a broader segment of the car-buying population and not just those with a Tesla crush.  
  
Vehicles in Operation 
Despite EVs recording a 3.6% share of 2021 new vehicle sales in the U.S., their share of the total vehicles in oper-
ation (VIO) has remained low. In 2016, EVs represented only 0.2% of cars and light trucks on U.S. roads. Over the 
next five years, EVs increased their VIO share, but it remained less than 0.9% through 2021. 
 
ICE Domination of the VIO 
Internal Combustion Engines (ICE) vehicles continue to dominate vehicles in operation (VIO) across the U.S. In 
2016, the ICE share of VIO stood at 99.8%. By 2021, the VIO share held by ICE had declined by less than 0.7%. 
 
Aftermarket Impact of EVs 
The EV share of car and light truck aftermarket product volume in the U.S. (aside from Tires and selected Acces-
sories) was less than 0.6% during 2021, despite their new vehicle sales increases over the previous five years. 
 
Since a new vehicle does not begin to generate meaningful aftermarket product volume (aside from Tires and cer-
tain Accessories) until it is at least four years, it will be some time before EVs have a substantial impact on the af-
termarket, even if their annual sales grow significantly over the next few years. 
 
 



 

 

   
 
 
 
Lottery thefts unfortunately occur.  You may have heard about theft on the news or from retailers who have experi-
enced scratch ticket theft.  In the last couple issues of the Game Plan, we have included best practices for preventing 
lottery theft.  This month, we want to share the lottery’s behind-the-scenes efforts. 
 
The Minnesota Lottery has an in-house investigation team that works closely with lottery retailers and local law en-
forcement agencies to support law enforcement officers and prosecutors. 
 
The lottery knows the location where each scratch ticket is sold.  We also know when and where someone attempts to 
redeem a stolen ticket. 
 
Our team reviews surveillance footage, gathers lottery ticket information and other evidence, and conducts interviews 
to help law enforcement complete its lottery related criminal investigations. 
 
SmartCount is an easy to use tool we have available to help you maintain a daily electronic record of the scratch tickets 
you’ve sold. 
 
One of the benefits of using SmartCount is it provides an immediate record of your stolen scratch tickets in the event of 
theft.  This prevents tickets already sold from being unnecessarily deactivated. 
 
The lottery’s customer support staff is here for you and will work with you to ensure the best practices are in place to 
prevent and identify theft.  Call customer support at 651-635-8273 and follow the prompts to speak to a lottery repre-
sentative. 
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EV Projections in the New Lang Aftermarket Annual 
See the all-new 2023 Lang Aftermarket Annual for projections of the EV share of vehicles in operation (VIO) and 
aftermarket product volume through 2025. 
Lang Marketing projects that ICE vehicle share of the VIO will decline by only 120 basis points between 2018 and 
2025. 
 

ICE aftermarket product share fell by only 0.5% from 2016 to 2021, and Lang Marketing forecasts that ICE after-
market product share will decline by only 0.6% from 2021 through 2025. 
 

See the new 2023 Lang Aftermarket Annual for all details of the EV market. 
 

Six Major Takeaways 
• Electric Vehicles (PHEV and BEV) have made progress in penetrating the new car and light truck aftermarket 

through 2021. However, their share of the country’s VIO has been limited. 
 

•  The Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV) share of Electric Vehicle sales has increased significantly between 2016 
and 2021, while Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV) have plummeted in EV sales share. 

 

•  Tesla continues to dominate the Electric Vehicle market in the U.S., with over 72% of BEV sales during 2021 
and 50% of total EV volume. Despite Tesla’s pioneering success, BEV new  vehicle volume will not gain signifi-
cant growth traction in the U.S. market until other EV nameplates generate significant consumer interest. 

 

• Electric Vehicles have made only modest progress expanding their VIO share between 2016 and 2021, adding a 
mere 65 basis points to their position. 

 

• EVs will take some time to have a meaningful aftermarket impact (except for Tires and certain Accessories) since 
new vehicles do not begin to generate significant aftermarket product volume until their fourth year on the road. 

 

• See the all-new 2023 Lang Aftermarket Annual for projections of the EV share of vehicles in operation and their 
aftermarket product volume through 2025 and beyond. 

 

Jim Lang, Publisher, Office: 260-399-1699 • Cell: 260-417-3670 
 

      Behind–The–Scenes Look:  Investigating Lottery Theft 

Provided by: MN Lottery Link Newsletter, July 2022, Volume 3, Issue 7 
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ASE ADDS ‘ADAS SPECIALIST’ CERTIFICATION TEST  

 

 
 
The National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) has introduced an Advanced Driver Assistance 
Systems (ADAS) Specialist Certification test (L4). The test is designed to identify technicians who possess 
knowledge of the skills required to diagnose, service and calibrate ADAS on automobiles, SUVs and light-duty 
trucks. “Because ADAS service is becoming a very important vehicle repair service, our stakeholders requested 
that we develop a certification test that demonstrates that automotive service professionals are qualified to perform 
ADAS service,” Tim Zilke, ASE president and CEO, said.  
 
“We worked closely with service technicians, service representatives from vehicle and engine manufacturers, after-
market trainers and technical educators to develop questions that deal with practical problems experienced by tech-
nicians in their work with vehicles that include ADAS.” 
 
The ASE ADAS Specialist test (L4) will cover content focused on the diagnosis, service and calibration of radar, 
camera, ultrasonic and other advanced driver assistance systems. Many of the questions relate to a sample vehicle 
with advanced driver assistance systems technology used by most manufacturers. This vehicle is described in the 
composite vehicle type 1 reference booklet that is provided as an electronic pop-up during the test. To register for 
the ADAS Specialist test (L4), automotive service professionals must have passed either the Automobile Electri-
cal/Electronic Systems (A6) or Collision Mechanical and Electrical Components (B5) test. Page 6 There is a study 
guide available for individuals planning on taking the ADAS Specialist Certification test to help in test preparation.  
 
For more information about the new ADAS Specialist Certification test and register, visit 
https://ase.test/test-series. 

https://ase.test/test-series
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Consumers Want Partial Automotive Automation 
 

               They also want it to come with safeguards. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALEXANDRIA, Va.—A new study shows that drivers only want partial vehicle automation with appropriate safe-
guards. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) found that while consumer interest in automation is 
strong, drivers appear to prefer partially automated features that require them to stay engaged in driving. 
 
“Automakers often assume that drivers want as much technology as they can get in their vehicles,” said Alexandra 
Mueller, the survey’s primary designer. “But few studies have examined actual consumer opinions about partial 
driving automation.” 
 
Most partial automation systems are designed to assist with highway driving. Lane centering continuously adjusts 
the steering to keep the vehicle in the middle of the travel lane, while adaptive cruise control manages the vehicle’s 
speed and distance from vehicles ahead. Some systems also have an automated lane changing feature, which ena-
bles the vehicle to change lanes without the driver needing to steer. 
 
However, partial automation still can’t handle many relatively common situations. Thus, systems need to monitor 
the driver to help ensure they remain ready to intervene if something goes wrong. Most use sensors in the steering 
wheel or driver-facing cameras for this purpose. 
 
The survey also showed a high level of acceptance of several types of driver monitoring. Regardless of whether the feature in question 

allowed for hands-free operation or required the driver’s hands to remain on the wheel, a majority of drivers said they would be  com-
fortable with all three driver-monitoring strategies covered in the survey. Those strategies included sensors on the 
steering wheel, a camera tracking what the driver is doing with their hands and a camera aimed at their face track-
ing where they are looking. 
 
“The drivers who were the most comfortable with all types of driver monitoring tended to say they would feel safer 
knowing that the vehicle was monitoring them to ensure they were using the feature properly,” says Mueller. “That 
suggests that communicating the safety rationale for monitoring may help to ease consumers’ concerns about pri-
vacy or other objections.” 
 
In Canada, consumer readiness for fully automated, self-driving vehicles is low, and there are considerable defi-
ciencies in consumer understanding of automated vehicles, according to a study by J.D Power, Partners for Auto-
mated Vehicle Education - Canada and MIT’s AVT Consortium. 
 
Sixty-seven percent of consumers in Canada possess inaccurate knowledge of fully automated, self-driving vehi-
cles. More than half (59%) of respondents classify driver-assist technologies that are available today as being fully 
automated, self-driving technologies—an indication that consumers are unaware they are overestimating their AV 
knowledge. 
 
 

(continued on page 8) 

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2022/06/15/2463018/0/en/New-Study-on-Fully-Automated-Self-Driving-Vehicles-in-Canada-There-s-a-Problematic-Knowledge-Gap-about-Automated-Vehicles.html
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(continued from page 7) 
 
Technology failures and cyber security top the list of AV concerns as 48% of consumers cite the possibility of 
AVs being hacked as a disadvantage. This concern is cited equally across generations. 
 
“Consumers are receptive to learning about technology but managing misconceptions regarding the benefits AVs 
offer is imperative. Industry stakeholders must work together to ensure consistent consumer-facing terminology is 
used and that there is continuity in AV education across learning and information sources,” said Lisa Boor, senior 
manager of auto benchmarking and mobility development at J.D. Power. 
 
From July 2021 to May 15, 2022, automakers reported nearly 400 crashes involving vehicles with partially auto-
mated driver-assist systems, including 273 with Teslas, reports the Associated Press. The Tesla crashes happened 
while vehicles were using Autopilot, “Full Self-Driving,” Traffic Aware Cruise Control, or other driver-assist sys-
tems that have some control over speed and steering. 
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(continued from front page) 
 
 

“We really want to have and market a really aggressive price on the street,” Lonnie McQuirter, the owner of 36 
Lyn Refuel Station, an independent gas station and convenience store in Minneapolis, told the Journal. 
 
A NACS survey found that high gas prices are taking their toll on sales at convenience stores, with 59% of retailers 
saying their customer traffic has decreased in stores over the past three months. Nearly half of all retailers (49%) 
also say those customers coming inside the store are buying less compared to three months ago when gas prices 
were $1.50 a gallon lower. 
 

Swipe Fees and Competition Cut into Profit Margins 
In addition to the low fuel margins typically received from fuel purchases, retailers grapple with credit card swipe 
fees, which were up 25.6% in 2021. The fees cost c-store retailers a total of $13.5 billion. 
 
Dan Lukasavitz, who leases a bp-branded station in Dayton, Ohio, receives a fixed commission of six cents a gal-
lon as part of a contract with a fuel distributor, but because of swipe fees, he loses money on fuel sales. 
 
“Our profit margins are gone right now,” he told the Journal. 
 
Independent operators also face stiff competition from club stores and grocers, such as Costco and Kroger, who 
can get their fuel at an advantageous price and not worry about fuel margins, Patrick De Haan, head of petroleum 
analysis at GasBuddy told the Journal. 
 
Kroger told its investors that it improved its margin per gallon from 35 cents to 42 cents in the first quarter com-
pared with the same period last year because 600,000 more households signed up for the company’s Fuel Points 
loyalty program, reports the Journal. 

 
Supply and Political Pressure 
Fuel retailers are also now caught up in a political debate on how to get inflation down. President Biden, who ac-
cused oil companies and refiners of profiteering from soaring gas prices, recently tweeted that fuel station owners 
need to “bring down the price you are charging at the pump to reflect the cost you’re paying for the product.” 
 
The average price of regular gasoline is $4.66 a gallon, according to AAA, which is down 14 cents from a week 
ago and 35 cents from a month ago. According to Garrett Golding, a senior business economist at the Federal Re-
serve Bank of Dallas, the demand for gas this summer is still higher than expected, and there is still much instabil-
ity in Europe amid the war in Ukraine. 
 
“A lot of the supply risks that exist out there have not necessarily gone away,” Golding told the Journal.- 
NACSONLINE 

NEW TAX CREDIT FOR MANY REPAIR SHOP OWNERS 
 
P.T.E.T It’s called the Pass-Through Entity Tax – or similar depending on the state. Remember when Trump 
changed the tax deduction for state taxes so it maxed out at $10K? PTET allows many people to essentially restore 
that deduction. The explanation is long, so ask an up-to-speed accountant if it applies to you. Minnesota is a state 
that allows PTET. This can often be thousands of dollars in your pocket so check with your accountant. 

https://www.convenience.org/Media/Press-Releases/2022-Press-Releases/High-Gas-Prices-Crimp-Convenience-Store-Sales#.Ys1fz4hKhPY
https://www.convenience.org/Media/Daily/2022/Jul/6/2-Crude-Oil-Prices-Plummet-Now-Under-100_Fuels
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Members in the Media 
 

Last month MSSA Member Chuck Graff was featured on many media outlets including Fox News and other me-
dia outlets. This past month, MSSA Member Lonnie McQuirter was a guest of Laura Ingraham of Fox News’ “The Ingraham  
Angle”  

 
   
    In more media news, both Lonnie McQuirter and Joel Hennen recently shared their in 
    sights as independent gas and Service station owners in a Wall Street Journal article: 
 
  “Gas Station Owners, Blamed When Prices Rose, Face Risks as Prices Fall - Volatile       
    fuel costs make setting pump prices challenge for the small entrepreneurs behind   
    many U.S. stations” 
 
 

MSSA members may find the article at: https://www.wsj.com/articles/gas-station-owners-blamed-when-prices-rose-face-
risks-as-prices-fall-11657540801 

  
Pictured below is Lonnie McQuirter of 36Lyn Refuel Station- Minneapolis and an image of Hennen’s Auto Service located in Shakopee. 

(Both images from the Wall Street Journal) 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/gas-station-owners-blamed-when-prices-rose-face-risks-as-prices-fall-11657540801
https://www.wsj.com/articles/gas-station-owners-blamed-when-prices-rose-face-risks-as-prices-fall-11657540801
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4 Interviewing Tips That Will Help You Hire Superstar Technicians 

Shop Management 
We all know it’s getting harder and harder to find the superstar techs, but finding those stars is just the beginning. 
Once found, you need to interview them like a seasoned pro. Here are some interviewing tips that we share with 
our Elite Coaching clients: 
 

#1. Impress the applicant with your professionalism. When you are interviewing a real superstar, they 
will be interviewing you at the same time, so you need to really wow them. One way is by being well prepared, 
and ensuring you have a well-thought-out list of questions that you will ask. In compiling your list, ensure you ask 
questions about their goals, their interests, and what they feel the hallmarks of a good employer are. The more they 

realize that you are interested in them, their family, their success and their opinions, the more interest they will 
have in working with you. 
 
#2. The superstars look for opportunities, not jobs. There is no question that the superstars can easily 
find jobs. As a matter of fact, with rare exception they already have one, and have little interest in moving from 
one to another. On the other hand, the superstars are always looking to advance their lives and careers. This is why 
you need to not only offer them an opportunity, but you will need to spell it out in very clear terms. Let them know 
that they’ll not only have some wonderful growth and income opportunities, but they will be a part of a vibrant, 
growing company that will be good for the industry, and community, for years to come. 
 

#3. Have a key employee participate in your second or third interview. This will allow you to obtain 
a number of insights from your employee, will send a powerful message to the applicant that you value the opinion 
of your employees, and will let the applicant know that you want to ensure they are a great fit; not only for the po-
sition, but as a part of your entire team. 
 

#4. At the conclusion of the second or third interview, ask if you can meet with them again, 
along with any spouse (partner, better-half, etc.) they may have. By asking to meet the applicant’s 
spouse you are sending a powerful message that you care about the family members of all of your employees. Not 
only will this meeting allow you to learn a lot more about the applicant (and their family), but you will have the 
opportunity to make a positive impact on someone that will have a strong influence on the applicant’s decision. 
You should also have a package ready to provide them that contains general information on your compensation 
and incentive program, your Mission Statement, your team and your company’s accomplishments. This way they 
will have something concrete to review at home, rather than trying to recall what they may remember from your 
conversations. If you do your job correctly, you can rest assured that on their drive home the spouse will more than 
likely be selling the applicant on two things: You, and the opportunity you are offering. 
 
For additional help building the team of superstars your shop needs to reach your goals, you can learn proven 
recruiting systems from the top shop owners in America through the Elite Coaching Program at  
https://eliteworldwide.com/how-we-help/topshop360/ 

http://www.eliteworldwide.com/one-on-one-coaching.html
https://eliteworldwide.com/how-we-help/topshop360/
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ASSOCIATE MEMBER DIRECTORY 

Accountants 

LMV Corporation 
    Ron Velander              952-457-7153 

Advertising/ 

App Design/Media 

Allover Media Inc. 
    Ben Enger              763-762-2013 

The OOH Squad. 
    Troy Dilla              612-396-4648 

 
 

Appraisers/Commercial 

Brokers 

Petroleum Marketers Svc, Inc. 
    Mark Montag               952-435-9822 

 
 

ATM Machines/Novelty 

Games 

Universal Money Centers 
    Jerry Spain              913-831-0248 

Pam Glenn          913-927-5220 
 

Attorneys 

Merrigan, Brandt, Ostenso & Cambre, P.A. 

   Gary E. Persian              952-933-2390 
   Ned E. Ostenso              952-933-2390 

Nolan, Thompson, Leighton & Tataryn, PLC 

Randy Thompson           952-405-7171 
Winthrop & Weinstine, P.A. 

   Tami Diehm   612-604-6658 
   Jim Dierking                    612-604-6651  

 

Batteries 

Interstate Batteries 
   Dan Hartel              952-345-1190 

 

Beverages/COFFEE 
 

American Bottling Company 
   Otto Salahiddine            612-201-1921 

Pepsi Bottling Group           
James Haugen               952-895-1300  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C-Store Supplier 

Chambers & Owen 
   John Schoenke              262-297-2920 

Core-Mark International/ 
Farner-Bocken 
      Jessica Greenleaf             952-210-0330 
      Alan Pederson                 612-803-2660 
Eby-Brown Co. LLC 

   Thomas Boldt                   651-274-3863  
Henry’s Foods           

   Kellie Janssen                   320-763-3194 
Lynco Distribution, Inc 

   Zac McCall                       612-865-0275 
Mid America Distribution Company 

   Erik Bilicki                       507-374-2542 
Xtreme Wash Systems 

   William Treacy              651-503-8116 
  

Car Wash 

Carwash Technologies 
   Mike Fuhr              612-408-9010 

Reliable Plus/Lube-Tech 
   Jess Felton              763-417-1314 

Xtreme Wash Systems 
   William Treacy              651-503-8116 

 

Credit card processing 

Delta Payment Systems 
    Kent Flannery               612-730-5368 

 

Dairy/Ice Cream 

Brown’s Ice Cream 
   Patrick Nelson               612-378-1075 

Polka Dot Dairy, Inc. 
    Pat Pettit                        651-438-2793 

 

Environmental 

Carlson & McCain 
   Chris Loch                      952-346-3900  

Tanknology 
   Robert Cox                     800-666-5301  

 

Ethanol 

Growth Energy 
   Will Beck              207-712-6703  

 
 

 

Food Services 

7th Avenue Pizza 
   Patrick Nelson               612-378-1075 

Chanticlear Frozen Pizza 
   Ryan Elsner                   612-619-8064 

Hunts Brothers Pizza 
    Aaron Hobbs               1-816-210-6143 

Wenzel’s Farm LLC 
   Brian Morrisey              800-336-6328 

 
 

Health Insurance 

Health & Life Financial Services 
   Kevin Urlaub                      763-287-0055 

 

Ice Vendors 

Arctic Glacier Ice 
   Jon Stelley                  651-455-0410 

Minnesota Ice 
   Robbie Harrell               612-254-8330 

 

Information Services 

Automotive Management Network 
    Tom Ham              612-299-9298 

 

Insurance 

McNamara Company 
   Patrick McNamara             651-426-0607 
   Aleisha McNamara            651-426-0607 
   Mitchell McNamara           651-426-0607 
 
     

Investments/ Financial 
Lakeshore Group Wealth Management 

   Matt Anderson               952-884-1503 
 

Lenders/Financial 
Ascentium Capital LLC 

Len Baccaro                  281-902-1931 
Tony Zieglar                  281-883-5005 

Snap Finance 
Matt Hawkins               612-220-3480 

US Bank 
Sean Poppen                763-639-3192 

  
 

Lottery 

MN State Lottery 
   Adam Prock               651-635-8233 

 

Loyalty/apps/rewards 

Simpliconnect 
   Brent Harms               612-746-4771 

           

Office Supplies 

Network Business Supplies Inc. 
   Brett Cohn                    651-207-1077 

 

Petroleum Affiliate 

American Petroleum Institute 
   Mike Karbo              952-220-9164 

 

PCI Compliance/

firewall provider 

(MNSP) for POS Systems  

ControlScan, Inc. 
   Joe Birlin              512-636-4334 

 

Petroleum Equipment/

Services  

MN Petroleum Service, Inc. 
   Gerald Swan              763-780-5191 

O’Day Equipment LLC 
   Dan O’Day              763-230-7630 

Pump & Meter Service, Inc. 
   Travis Rittenbach             952-933-4800 

Zahl - Petroleum Maintenance  
   Brian Larson              612-331-8550 

 

Petroleum/Lubricants 

Dehn Oil 
   Ron Dehn              763-421-5571 

Dooley’s Petroleum 
   Randy Dooley              320-875-2641 

Fuel Service DJ’s Mart LLC 
   John Salden              715-723-1701 

Hartland Fuel Products LLC 
   Ray Colbert                   608-797-3930 

Molo Oil Co., Inc. 
   Mark Molo                    563-557-7540  

Rahn’s Oil & Propane 
        Dave Rahn                  320-256-3680  
Severson Oil 
        Josh Severson   507-452-4743  
Waterford Oil 

   Gary Lynch                    507-645-5659 
World Fuel Services 

   Colleen Mercil               612-501-5117 
Eric Swingler                 219-713-7900 
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Petroleum/

Association Reporting 

OPIS/AXXIS Petroleum  
    Donna Harris          888-301-2645 
American Petroleum Institute 
    Mike Karbo             952-220-9164 
 
 

Petroleum Transport 

D&J Transport Inc. 
    Josh Selbrade              507-413-0384 
Danco LTD 
   Dan & Jodi Gerads      320-743-2006 

 

Propane 

Dooley’s Petroleum 
   Randy Dooley            320-875-2641 
Hartland Fuel Products LLC 
Ray Colbert                   608-779-6526 

Premier Propane 
   Jason Scribner             612-839-1569 
Rahn’s Oil & Propane 
         Dave Rahn            320-256-3680 

 

Refrigeration  

Maintenance 

Quality Refrigeration 
         Bob Forder            612-861-7350 
 

Retail Signage  

Digital Art Services 
   Katherine Rugg            651-354-3564  

Rose City Canopy 
   Corey Goodwin            218-738-3188  

 

Security 

Security 101 
Jacob Froiland                    612-605-7532  

 

Softener Salt and  

Washer Fluid 

Paramount Marketing/ SunSoft  Salt 

   Brooke Taney                  612-866-1980 
         

 

       

Tobacco 

Altria/Phillip Morris USA 
   Garth Alston                  608-251-0195 

RAI Trade Marketing Services 
 Michael Brown              

 

Trucking Services/

Wrecker 

Twin Cities Wrecker Sales 
   Rod Pellow              651-488-4210 

Uniforms 

Cintas Corporation 
   Kevin Gaskins               763-391-5257 

 
 

Used Oil 

Loe’s Oil 
        Brian Loe                     507-625-5278 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2022–2023 Petroleum Debt Service  

Surcharge Rate 
 

The Petroleum Debt Service Surcharge Rate will remain at $0.035 per gallon for July 1, 2022– June 30, 2023. 
 
The surcharge is determined by the amount needed to pay the debt service on the trunk highway bond which is 
used to construct, improve, and maintain Minnesota’s interstates and highways. 
 
The surcharge is included in the per gallon fuel rate. For example, the Minnesota gasoline excise tax is $0.25 per 
gallon and the surcharge is $0.035 per gallon for a combined rate of $0.285 per gallon. 
 
For a list of rates, go to https://www.revenue.state.mn.us/petroleum-tax-fuel-excise-tax-rates-and-fees 
 
Questions? 

If you have questions, email the Petroleum Tax Unit at petroleum.tax@state.mn.us or call 651-296-0889. 

https://www.revenue.state.mn.us/petroleum-tax-fuel-excise-tax-rates-and-fees
mailto:petroleum.tax@state.mn.us


 

 

Upcoming Events 
 

2022 MSSA Annual   

Golf Outing 

 

July 28, 2022 

 

The Wilds Golf Club 

3151 Wilds Ridge 

Prior Lake, MN 55372 

 

Registration forms on the MSSA Website. 

Mnssa.com 

 

 

MSSA Board Meeting 

 

August 18, 2022 

 

10:00 a.m. 

 

MSSA Office 

2886 Middle Street 

Little Canada, MN 55117 

 


